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PROPERTIES OF ERGODIC FLOWS
ASSOCIATED TO PRODUCT ODOMETERS

JANE M. HAWKINS

This paper deals with a property of group actions called approx-
imate transitivity, defined by A. Connes and E. J. Woods. Their
definition arose from solving the following interesting problem about
von Neumann algebras: when is a von Neumann factor ITPFI? Here
we study the property strictly from the ergodic theory point of view,
and restate and prove part of their theorem in this context. Roughly
speaking, a group action is approximately transitive if any finite col-
lection of probability measures equivalent to the given measure on the
space can be approximated by the convex hull of a single (equivalent)
probability measure pushed around the space of measures under the
action of the group. The main question one might ask about approxi-
mate transitivity is whether it is a new characterization of an already
known property in ergodic theory, and if not, what are its properties?
For example, Connes and Woods have already shown that approxi-
mate transitivity of a measure-preserving transformation implies zero
entropy.

One way to understand the property is to reinterpret the theorem of
Connes and Woods in the context of ergodic transformations. In this
paper we prove that an odometer of product type has an approximately
transitive Poincare flow. In the first section of the paper we give
the definitions, state a few known properties and prove some new
properties of approximate transitivity. For example we prove that any
AT flow is the factor action of a group action with simple spectrum.
In the second section we give a short ergodic theoretic proof of one
direction of the theorem of Connes and Woods.

That the converse to our result holds is part of the theorem of
Connes and Woods [CW]; the proof is quite difficult and very long. A
simpler ergodic theoretic proof would be desirable. By applying the
full strength of the theorem of [CW] plus the links between orbit equiv-
alence of ergodic transformations and isomorphism of hyperfinite von
Neumann factors established by Krieger [Kr], the main result in this
paper characterizes approximately transitive flows as those which are
Poincare flows of odometers with product measures.

The author would like to thank the University of New South Wales
for its hospitality during which some of this work was completed,
and Colin Sutherland and Arlan Ramsay for interesting discussions
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on approximate transitivity. The alternate proof of the theorem of
Connes and Woods is based on some useful discussions with George
Skandalis; his contribution to this paper is gratefully acknowledged.

1. Definitions and properties of AT group actions. We assume
throughout this paper that (X,&,µ) denotes a standard space, with
έ% the σ algebra of Borel sets, and µ a σ finite Borel measure.

D EF IN ITION 1.1 [CW]. Let G  be a Borel group and α: G —•
Aut(X, 3S9 µ) =  {the group of nonsingular automorphisms of (X, 3S9 µ)}
a Borel homomorphism. We say that the action is approximately tran 
sitive, AT, or AT( 1) if given / !, . . . , / „ e L\ (X, 3S9 µ) and ε > 0, there
exist feLl(X9&9µ),gι,...9gseG9 and λjk >  0 satisfying:

*gk~

k= \ dµ
< ε for each j .

This is one of several equivalent definitions given in [CW]; we use
this version of the definition throughout this paper. We begin with a
few remarks.

1.2. For a continuous action of a locally compact group G, the
numbers λ^  can be replaced by functions λj e L+(G,dg) satisfying:

< ε for each j [CW].
1

1.3. A straightforward calculation shows that the approximating
function /  can be chosen to be in L°£{X,33,µ)\  in particular, we can
assume it to be a step function. An interesting unanswered question
is whether /  can always be chosen to be the characteristic function of
some measurable set. This is the case in all of the examples computed
so far in [CW], [HW], [HR].

1.4. Replacing the L ι norm in Definition 1.1 by  J and dµagk / dµ by
(dµagk/ dµ)χlp for each k, we can define the property AT(/?) for p > 1.
This was done in [HR] and some properties of AT(/?) actions were
studied. It is not known whether in any case but the finite measure
preserving one, AT(q) implies AT(/?) for p < q.

1.5. The property of approximate transitivity was introduced by
Connes and Woods to give a complete characterization of hyperfinite
von N eumann factors which are ITPFI; this in turn characterizes all er 
godic integer actions which are orbit equivalent to a product odometer.
We define an odometer below, and we remark that odometers serve as
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prototypes for all orbit equivalence classes of countable nonsingular
amenable ergodic equivalence relations [D], [S], [Kr], [CFW].

D EF IN ITION 1.6. Let {dk}ke^  ^ e a s e Q u e n c e of integers > 1 and let
Xk =  {0, ..., dk   1}. We define the Borel space X = ΠΓ= i xk,  w i t h
38 the σ algebra of Borel sets on X. We let Gk denote the group of all
cyclic permutations on Xk\  then Gk also acts on X (by acting only on
the k\Yι coordinate of each ( i i , . . . , ^ 5 . . . ) G l ) . By G we denote the
group generated by all the G^'s; that is, G = U £ Li(ΠLi Gk) I f w e

choose any σ finite Borel measure µ on (X,&) with respect to which
G acts ergodically and nonsingularly, then we say that (X93S9µ) is
a measured odometer. If µ is a product measure of the form µ =
Πh=ι Vk with µk(Xk) =  1 a n d Pk({ϊ}) > °> t h e n w e saY t h a t (X,<@,µ)
is an odometer of product type, or product odometer. One can check
that the full group of <7, denoted [G]9 and defined by [G] = {V e
Aut(X9£§f9µ): Vx e Gx for µ a.e. x € X} is the same as the full
group of the addition transformation T defined below.

Let r(x) = min{k > 1 : xk < dk - 1}; then for all x e X,

hence the term odometer is appropriate for this action.
There is a canonical way to associate an ergodic flow to any mea-

sured odometer, and it has been proved by Krieger [Kr] that in the
nonsingular ad non-measure-preserving case this flow (up to isomor-
phism) provides a complete invariant for orbit equivalence of odome-
ters, hence of all ergodic nonsingular transformations.

DEFINITION 1.7. Let G act on (X,£&,µ) as a measured odome 
ter. We consider the G action on X x R given by: (x,y) —•  (gx,y +
\og(dµg/ dµ)(x)) for each g eG. In general this action is not ergodic,
so we consider a measurable partition of X x R which generates the
σ algebra ^  of all G invariant sets up to sets of measure zero. The
natural projection from X x R to {X x R)/ «̂ b — Y i s a factor map. The
Poincare flow associated to the odometer G on (X9£g9µ) is obtained
from the R action: (x9y) —•  (x,y +  t) for all t e R, induced on the
factor Lebesgue space.

We remark that this flow is the same as the G x R action defined as
follows: for all (JC, y) e X x R, and for all (g9 ήeGxR,

dµg/ dµ(x))9

0
xk +
xk

if
1 if

if

k
k
k

<

>

r(x),
r(x),
r(χ);
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restricted to the factor space Y (since everything in the G direction
collapses). A complete account of factor maps and Poincare flows is
given in [Kr] or [H O].

In [CW] many properties of AT Borel group actions are discussed.
We will list some of the properties proved there and prove a few ad 
ditional properties which we use for the proof of our theorem in §2.

PROPOSITION 1.8 [CW]. If the G action on (X,^,µ) is AT, then
(i) the G action is ergodic;

(ii) any factor action of the G action is AT;
(iii) any isomorphic action is AT.

TH EOREM 1.9 [CW]. IfG = Z, and the action is given by a measure 
preserving transformation T which is AT, then hµ(T) =  0.

We turn now to transitive actions of a second countable locally
compact group G on (X,&,µ) and show that these actions are AT.
We recall that a transitive action ofG on (X,&,µ) is one satisfying:
for all x,y e X, there exists g e G such that ag(x) = y. Our main
result is the following.

PROPOSITION 1.10. If G is a second countable locally compact group
acting transitively on a locally compact Hausdorff space {X,£$, µ) with
µ(U) > Ofor every open set U c X, then the action is AT.

Proof. We first assume that G acts freely on (X,&,µ); that is, we
assume that the isotropy subgroup K =  {g e G: agx =  x for some x e
X} is trivial. In this case the action of G on X is metrically isomorphic
to translation of G on itself with µ =  dg =  left H aar measure [He,
Thm. 3.2]. Then there exists an approximate identity on L ι(G,dg);
that is, a sequence of functions pk > 0, fG ρk(g) dg =  1 satisfying: for
all /  e L\G9dg)9f*pk{h) = JGf(g {h)pk(g)dg  > / (A) in the L1

norm as k —•  oo.
A detailed proof of this claim is given in [HR].
Now given ε > 0 and f\,...,fn€L+(G,dg), we first choose k large

enough so that \\fj - Pk*fj\\i < ε
We then choose pk = f e L\ (G9dg) and λj = fj e L\ (G,dg). We

then have
II Λ

^j{g)f{g~ ιh) dg <ε for each j.
1

Therefore the action is AT.
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If AT is not trivial, then the action of G on X is metrically isomorphic
to translation of G on G/ K; in particular, the action is isomorphic to
a factor action of translation of G on itself with the sub σ algebra of
38 — Borel sets in X =  G defined by the cosets of K in G, and the
factor measure is just H aar measure on G/ K. In this case we use the
result from 1.8(ii) to finish the proof that the action is AT. D

REMARK 1.11. It is now easy to give examples of AT actions which
are not amenable. If G is a nonamenable group, then the action of
G on G/ H (with ί ί c f f a closed subgroup) is amenable if and only
if H is an amenable group ([Z], Prop. 4.3.2). A typical example of a
nonamenable but AT action then would be the action of SL(2,R) on
SL(2,R)/Γ, where Γ denotes any lattice (cf. [Z], Chap. 4).

We can obtain a few additional results about AT actions as corol 
laries to 1.10.

COROLLARY 1.12. If G is a second countable locally compact group
and H c G is a dense subgroup, then the action of H on G given by
ah(g) = h~ ιg is AT.

Proof. G iven f\ ,...9fne L\ (G, dg) an d ε > 0, by 1.10 we have that
Wfj IGλj(s)f(g~ ιh) dg\ \ ι < ε/ 4. We have chosen for each j , λj{g) =
fj(g), but we can replace λj by a step function λj = ΣkλjkχΛjk. We
note that we can choose the step function λj to have exactly s steps
for some s e N , and such that µ(Ajk) < oo for all j , k\  furthermore we
choose them so that each Ajk is open and connected and \ \ fj  λj\ \ \  <
ε/ 4. As in 1.10 we choose /  =  pk for k large enough; here, in addition
to the properties of ρk specified in 1.10, we choose each pk to be
continuous as well. Then we obtain for each j ,

k= \
<ε/ 2.

JΛj

By the continuity of / , we can write

foag(h)dg = foagk(h)µ{Ajk) for some gk e Ajk\

and since H is dense in G we can find hk e Hn Ajk so that
s

fλh)  
k= \

for each j . This shows the / f action on G is AT. D
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COROLLARY 1.13. If K c G is a closed subgroup, and H c G is a
dense subgroup\  then the action ofH on G/ K by translation is AT.

Proof We apply 1.12 and 1.8(ii). D

COROLLARY 1.14. Any ergodic translation of a compact abelian me 
trizable group is AT with respect to Haar measure.

Proof. By Ta we denote the transformation on the group G defined
by Ta(g) = a~ ιg for all g e G. By [W, Thm. 1.9], Ta generates an
ergodic integer action on G if and only if {an}ne^ is a dense subgroup
of G. Therefore by Corollary 1.12, the action given by Ta is AT. D

This gives an alternate proof to the following.

COROLLARY 1.15 [CW]. Any finite measure preserving ergodic trans 
formation of a standard probability space (X,&,µ) which has discrete
spectrum is AT.

Proof. Such an action is metrically isomorphic to an ergodic trans 
lation of a compact abelian metrizable group (cf. [W, Thm. 3.6]). D

2. The flow associated to a product odometer is AT. The main result
of this section is a short ergodic theoretic proof of one direction of the
theorem of Connes and Woods on ITPFI factors (Lemma 8.1, [CW]).

Using the definition of product odometer given in Definition 1.6,
we write the space X =   n x X? by defining ~Xn =  Π/ Li %k  a n ^
X_n =  Π£U + i Xk  Similarly, the product measure µ can be written
as µ =  µn x µn, with µn = ΠL i Pk and µn = Γ Γ=«+i l*k  A 1so by
Gn we denote the group generated by G\ ,..., Gn and by Gn the group
generated by Gn+\ , Gn+ 2, > so G =  Gn ®Gn. We remark that Gn acts
freely and transitively on Xn, leaving ~µn quasi invariant. Furthermore
if we consider the action of Gn x R on Xn x R given by ot(ĝ (x,y) =
(gx,y+t+log(dµng/ dµn)(x)) for each (x,t) e GnxR, (x9y) e X«xR,
we see that this action is transitive and free. If we put the finite
measure vn =  ~µn x e~yl dy on Xn x R, then Proposition 1.10 tells us
that this action is AT with respect to vn. We now prove the following
proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.1 [CW]. The Poincareflow of an odometer of product
type is approximately transitive.

Proof. Since by Proposition 1.8(ii) the factor action of an AT action
is AT, it suffices to show that the action o f G x R o n l x R described
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in 1.7 is AT with respect to the measure v — µ x e y2dy, with G, X,
µ the product odometer action defined in 1.6.

Assume we are given f\ ,...9fn £  LX
+(X x R,v) and ε > 0. We can

approximate each fj in the L ι norm by a step function on X x R whose
support in X is a finite number of cylinders. More precisely, we find a
positive integer r dependent on ε, and a function f^ e L\_(X xR,v)
such that fjr\ x,y) = fjr\ xι,...,xr, ,y) (its value only depends on
the first r coordinates of x), and such that \ \ fj   ff^Wx < ε/ 2 for each
7 =  1 Λ. _

Since the action of G> x R on ~Xr x R is AT with respect to z>v, we
identify each ffl with the function it represents in L1 (Xr x R, ι/Γ) and
by Proposition 1.10 we can find elements g\ 9...9gs € G>, t\,...,/5 G
R^yA: > 0> a n ( i / ^  ί  ^r x R? ̂ r) satisfying:

Jj  a(gk,tk)
di/r<*(gk,tk)

A : = l
< ε/ 2 for each j .

Then we simply regard /  as a function on X x R by f(x9y) =
f(x\ 9... j^r^y) and we use the fact that µ, being a product measure,
gives us the following identity: for all (g91) e G> x R,

(χl9...,χr9y) =

for all (x9y) E l x R , since each element of Gr can be identified with
an element of G which does not affect any coordinates o f x e l after
xr.

T h e n u s i n g f e L\_(X x R , u)9λJ / C9 a n d {gkJk) ^ G x R o b t a i n e d
a b o ve , w e h a v e t h a t

<e/ 2,
h= \

dv

and it follows from the triangle inequality that the action is AT. α

Added in proof. T. Hamachi has communicated to the author an
unpublished ergodic theoretic proof of the converse of Proposition
2.1.
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